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Comms module ready to ship

I’ve spent most of my life confused
by the concept of branding. So, I
did some research and constructed
a simple explanation which I
could remember. Here goes: ‘a
successful brand is anything which
triggers a positive emotion when
I encounter it’. Simple really.

10
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Explore obsolescence management best practice

On that basis, a brand could be a
colour, shape, word, smell, texture
and more. Likewise, a positive
emotional response could range
from amusement to serenity.

14
CEM

If I’m designing a product that
includes electronic or electrical
components, the emotion I’m
looking for when I encounter a
manufacturer’s brand is ‘safety’.
This is why counterfeiting is so
insidious. It is an attack on our
primal emotions, housed at the
base of our brains. Nasty.

Survive and Thrive drives cross-department progress

29
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Custom cable assemblies: selecting the right partner

So, I had negative emotions triggering
left, right and centre when I watched
a video of someone opening a
counterfeit miniature circuit breaker
(MCB) to discover nothing other
than some wires and a mechanical
switch. No bi-metallic thermal
protection, no electromechanical
protection, no arc chamber, nothing.
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This product was essentially a
death sentence. Yet, its shape,
colour and label were designed to
make you think otherwise. From
the video narrative, it sounded like
the MCB had been part of a larger
subsystem and the customer initially
queried it due to its light weight.
Distributors have many roles but
arguably the most important is
making sure the products we
order are the ones we receive. This
magazine features endless articles
on anti-counterfeiting best practice.
Use them to your advantage.

Articles appearing in this magazine do not necessarily express the views of the Editor or the publishers. Every effort is made to ensure the
accuracy of information published. No legal responsibility will be accepted by the publishers for loss arising from articles / information contained
and published. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced or stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any form
without the written consent of the publishers.
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Comms module ready
to ship

Mouser Electronics is now stocking Laird
Connectivity’s new Sterling-LWB5+ modules.
The modules deliver Wi-Fi 5 (802.11ac)
and Bluetooth 5.1 communications
to next-generation IoT devices such
as battery-powered medical devices,
industrial sensors, rugged handheld
devices and other connectivity solutions.

ES News

View current
editions online

Ideal for harsh environments, the modules
feature a solder-down form factor to minimise
the effects of vibration and impacts, while
industrial temperature rating is -40 to
85ºC. The range provides for several smallform-factor PCB modules with options
for integrated and pre-certified external
antennas, plus two M.2 form factor solutions
for increased host integration flexibility.

www.electronics-sourcing.co.uk
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Laird has also produced and certified a
range of internal and external antennas,
plus a reverse polarity SMA cable assembly
specifically for Sterling-LWB5+ modules. The
antenna range includes internal FlexPIFA,
Nanoblade and Mini Nanoblade Flex
antennas and an external dipole antenna.
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C&K has signed regional distributor
Astute Electronics. The company will
support C&K in Australia, Germany,
Ireland, Israel, Turkey and the UK.

RF connectors designed
for reliability

Powell Electronics has added Coax
Connectors to its portfolio of connector
franchises in Europe following the signing of a
full stocking franchise distribution agreement.
Coax Connectors is a UK designer,
manufacturer and supplier of highperformance standard and custom RF
connectors. The company provides an
end-to-end service from problem-solving to
supplying a fully-qualified production part.

UNAVOIDABLE
UPTURN
TIGHT SUPPLY
EXPECTED FOR
32-BIT MCUS
PAGE 12

5G: JUST IN
TIME FOR WORK
FROM HOME
PAGE 16

MEDICAL PURCHASING,
IT’S A LONG GAME
PAGE: 18

Powell’s European MD, Gary Evans, said:
“When you buy a Coax Connector you do so
in the knowledge that it has gone through
a rigorous development process, and that
the robust design will give you the reliable
and enduring performance you require.”
Coax Connectors’ sales manager, Brian Tea,
added: “We are excited to be working with
Powell Electronics. Our products often require
design-in and the expansion of Powell’s
European business ensures that customers
will receive the support they require.”

Astute Electronics will support C&K’s
entire product offering, including over
55,000 standard products and 8.5 million
switch combinations. Applications include
automotive, industrial, IoT, wearables,
medical, telecom, consumer products,
aerospace and POS terminals.
Astute Electronics’ passive and discrete
BDM, Stewart Burns, said: “C&K is one of
the first names that comes to mind when
considering high-quality switch products
for a diverse range of requirements.”
C&K’s vice president, Lars Stegmann, added:
“C&K is devoted to continuous growth
through product innovation and investment
in our channel partners. We are excited to
expand our distribution network and look
forward to building a strong partnership
with Astute Electronics that results in the
development of new business across
traditional and emerging markets.”
www.astute.global
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Simple online
enclosures ordering

BCL Enclosures has launched an
e-commerce website for quick, easy
and secure ordering. Most of the
company’s range is UK manufactured,
overcoming supply issues which
can be encountered ordering from
non-UK manufactured sources.
BCL’s range includes: IP65/IK08
polycarbonate locking door enclosures
with galvanized steel back plates; die
cast aluminium enclosures rated to IP54
or water-tight IP65 versions; general
and multi-purpose boxes in ABS and
other materials; sensor enclosures;
potting boxes; instrument cases
and many other enclosure types.
The company also supplies power
supplies and accessories including
cable glands, fuse holders, locknuts
and venting elements.
bclenclosures.com

Connector saves space,
weight and time
Lane Electronics has introduced a series
of 2mm pitch, two-part rectangular
connectors designed for demanding, high
reliability applications. Manufactured by
Nicomatic, the CMM micro-connector
series meets, and in some cases exceeds,
MIL-DTL-55302F and BS-9525-F0033.

Being modular, the CMM series provides
an almost unlimited number of contact
arrangements combining up to 120 high
frequency, low frequency and high power
contacts across one to three rows. In many
applications, this hybrid design reduces the
number of connectors which saves space,
weight and overall product assembly time.
Lane Electronics’ Nick Wheeler said: “The
2mm contact pitch provides an excellent
balance between connector usability, strength
and performance and this can equate to as
much as 60 per cent reduction in weight
and 50 per cent reduction in size compared
to other rectangular connector formats.”
Lead times are 7 to 10-days.
www.fclane.com

Instrumental
in your design
Mouser Electronics is an authorised
distributor of Texas Instruments
mouser.co.uk/ti

1123597-2-ti-instrumental-210x114mm-3mmbleed-emea-en.indd 1
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Buying into security

Digi-Key has announced a distribution
partnership with Feitian Technologies which
offers two-factor/multi-factor hardware
authentication tokens, security keys and other
cybersecurity solutions. BioPass K26, K27
and K33 security keys are available via DigiKey Marketplace, among other OTP tokens,
security key and authentication products.

ES News

Feitian OTP tokens and security keys protect
users’ identity and provide more secure
access to data and company information
for consumers and enterprises. Feitian's
authentication hardware devices function as
a second layer of security to protect the user
when logging-in to laptops or mobile phones,
whether in the office or working from home.

In Brief
Enhanced eCommerce
website
New enhancements to
Farnell’s website are
designed to make it easier
for buyers to find and
order the right products.
Enhancements include: free
Traceparts 3D CAD models
and 2D CAD drawings;
up to five-years of order
history; enhanced technical
documents; popular product
highlights; product page
attribute selector; and
faster website operation.
farnell.com
AS9100 D laminates
Ventec has maintained
its AS9100 Revision D
compliance. The certification
provides OEMs and PCB
fabrication customers in
the aviation, space and
defense industries access to
an accredited supply chain
for high reliability laminates
and prepregs. This standard
includes ISO 9001:2015
quality management
system requirements
and specifies additional
aviation, space and defense
industry requirements,
definitions and notes.
www.venteclaminates.com
DIN Pi
Hitaltech has expanded
its range of Raspberry
Pi-compatible enclosures
with new products modified
for Raspberry Pi 4. The
products are stocked by RS
Components. Hitaltech’s DIN
rail mounting enclosures
are modified versions of
the company’s Railbox and
Modulbox models. The
off-the-shelf enclosures
offer a variety of shapes and
sizes, room for expansion
boards and multiple
connection options.
www.hitaltech.co.uk
Eight times higher
energy density
HS/HSL hybrid
supercapacitors from Eaton
provide a power density
up to three times that of
lithium-ion batteries. They
have an energy density up
to eight times higher than
conventional electric double
layer capacitors in a 3.8V
hybrid cell. The products are
available at Rutronik UK.
www.rutronik.com

OTP tokens and security keys are compatible
within the requirements included in most
applications and software such as Google,
Microsoft, Azure AD, iOS, Android, Duo,
WatchGuard, Ping Identity, Centrify and more.
www.digikey.com

Complete car-set
harnesses roll off the line

Convert is working with David Brown
Automotive to supply a full car-set of cable
harnesses for its Mini Remastered model.
Following extensive planning, sample
production and quality checks, the first
production ready cable harnesses have been
fitted into the latest Mini Remastered cars to
leave David Brown Automotive’s Silverstone
facility. Next year could see Convert produce
harnesses for over 100 Mini Remastered
models with 200 Mini Remastered vehicles
predicted to be produced in the following year.
The harnesses range from engine control
and interior, to the boot and rear lights. In
total, the harnesses comprise around 500m
of wire and 650 multi-branched connection
points, across nine individual harnesses.
Convert’s managing director, Dave Lord, said:
“When we were approached by David Brown
Automotive to help with their Mini Remastered
model, we knew that we could apply our sharp
technical expertise to such a bespoke project.
“David Brown Automotive’s manufacturing
is so precise and authentic to the original
Mini; so much so that the wiring is the exact
same colour as when the first car came
off the production line in the 1960s.”
David Brown Automotive’s operations director,
Rikki Dillon, added: “Convert’s highly precise
engineering capabilities, partnered with their
particular care and attention to detail was
something that appealed to us when choosing
a supplier. This is something that encompasses
our ethos in creating each Mini Remastered.”
www.convertltd.co.uk

Enclosure assembly
service reduces lead times
OEMs’ desire to reduce their assembly time
is providing enclosure manufacturers with the
opportunity to offer value added customisation
and assembly services. Spelsberg UK’s
MD, Chris Lloyd explains why demand for
enclosure assembly services is increasing.
Businesses are more streamlined than
ever, with more compact yet higher skilled
workforces. As a result, our customers’
engineering roles are focussed on specialised
tasks which require a high level of training.
This means that they’re looking to outsource
tasks which deviate the focus from what
their skilled staff are trained to do, and
this means outsourcing the assembly of
components within industrial enclosures.
For example, a recent project required
assembly of two large GRP units bolted backto-back, involving installation of telescopic
handles, backplates and other customerspecified components. The customer’s
timescales were extremely tight and we
completed assembly within a week. For this
reason, combining assembly with enclosure
procurement will ultimately increase the
customer’s speed of project completion.
www.spelsberg.co.uk
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Helping keep the
UK’s EMS sector
competitive

Upload screen

Anglia Components’ CEO Steve Rawlins and online services
manager John Prior, introduce the benefits of fast,
automated BoM quotes, including cross referencing
The UK’s 700 or so small to
medium EMS firms are truly
the backbone of the electronics
industry. Flexible, efficient
and responsive, they provide
an invaluable service by
turning electronic innovations
into saleable products
delivered in small, medium
and large volumes into the
hands of eager customers.
Flexibility is central to their
business model. They are
often happy to manufacture
small batches to address niche
opportunities, then scaling
their output as the customer’s
business and market grows.
Quoting for these projects is

a continuous process. Often,
a single project will entail
providing multiple quotes to
address different requirements
and explore the economics of
small and large batch builds.
For each quote, the EMS
will need to price the BoM,
sometimes contacting multiple
suppliers to ensure competitive
pricing. Manually emailing a
spreadsheet to a distributor’s
sales desk will yield a price in
a day or so. However, if this
process is repeated several
times as the design changes
and build quantities are
altered the process can become
time consuming and the
Continue on page 08 »

Selection screen
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resulting quotes hard to track.
Many attempts have been
made to automate this process
but so far none has fully
addressed: the requirement
of instant, accurate and
competitive pricing; flexibility
to explore alternative
quantities and equivalents;
and a guaranteed pricing
window for placing the order.
Anglia’s newly launched
BOM+ ticks all these boxes.
It works with Excel and other
popular file formats. After
accepting the customer’s data,
it provides an immediate
volume quote. In addition
to budgetary costings, the
tool provides a competitive
market level quote based on
quantities and accounts for
any negotiated pricing the
customer may already have
in place for each line item.
In a simple five-step process,
customers can price a BoM
up to 100 lines in under
two minutes. Regarding
flexibility, customers can
explore the impact of adjusting
quantities to make the most
of price breaks. Pricing is
guaranteed up to 30-days
from the quote’s date.
The process starts with
the customer selecting
the BoM in Excel or an
alternative file format.
In the selection screen,
the customer identifies
the columns containing
the manufacturer part
number, manufacturer
and quantity required.
Quantity can be specified
per board or as a total.

BOM+ then matches the
devices on the BoM to the
distributor’s stock profile,
highlighting any non-stocked
items. In a global first, cross
referencing to manufacturer
and industry recognised
part numbers is also
integrated, a feature unique
to BOM+. This can save a
customer significant time.
The tool can identify industry
part numbers and cross
reference them, on the fly,
providing the manufacturer
part number on the quote.
This means there is no need
for customers to spend
time adding additional
manufacturer part numbers
into their upload file.
BOM+ then prices the
quantities specified at the
customer’s contract price
or the appropriate price
break, whichever is more
economical. It will also flag
up opportunities to reduce the
unit price by increasing the
order quantity on specified
line items. BOM+ provides
details of Anglia’s current
stock levels and anticipated
deliveries. It will suggest
alternatives or equivalents to
lines which are out of stock.
Once the customer has
reviewed the quote and
is happy with the devices
and quantities specified, a
single click yields a quote.
All open quotes are held in
the customer’s account for
30-days, giving the customer
the opportunity to order at
that price within that period.
www.anglia.com

• Resistance value • Tolerances • TCR • Package • Terminations • Lead lengths and more....

Customised components,
sensors and connectors
• Specialist distributor for more than 25 leading manufacturers
• In stock, manufactured-to-order and customised solutions
01342 330 470
sales@rhopointcomponents.com
www.rhopointcomponents.com
08 March 2021 • www.electronics-sourcing.co.uk
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IIOM 2021 Conference Preview

Explore obsolescence
management best practice
IIOM’s 4th International Conference, themed ‘Obsolescence Management, the Key to Sustainability’ is
taking place online in May 2021. Nine presentations cover technical, commercial and strategic subjects
IIOM’s 4th International
Conference will be
the largest dedicated
international obsolescence
management conference
held anywhere in the
world in 2021. The theme
highlights the positive role
that good obsolescence
management, guided by the
international standard IEC
62402:2019, can play in
ensuring that systems and
products can be sustained
for their planned design life
cycle, and not subject to
high support costs leading
to early withdrawal from
service due to obsolescence.

opportunity to network
with other delegates
and meet exhibitors in a
virtual exhibition area.
The Conference comprises
three sessions, with the first
repeated at the end for the
American participants. The
online exhibition opens
at 09.00 UK time. The
Conference starts at 10.00
for the Asia and Europe
sessions, ending at 16:45.
US attendees are expected
to join at the beginning of
session two and the whole
event closes at 19:00.

Attendees will gain
knowledge from industry
experts and hear about case
studies, research activities,
solution provider services,
obsolescence management
strategy and best practice.

The speakers come from
five different countries
and IIOM is expecting
exhibitors and attendees
from more than fifteen
countries; all presentations
and conference material
will be in English.

The one-day programme
will let delegates from Asia,
Europe and the Americas
collectively participate,
providing an excellent

IIOM has lined up a
programme of expert
speakers from: industry
(Alstom, BP, Rolls-Royce);
public sector (US DoD);

10 March 2021 • www.electronics-sourcing.co.uk

solution providers
(D+D+M, Rochester
Electronics and Winslow
Adaptics); and academia
(Madrid University and
Institut Francais de
l’Obsolescence) to address
obsolescence management
theory and practice across
engineering, projects,
service management
and supply functions.
Speakers will cover wide
ranging topics; a few
examples are below:
BP’s David Saul will discuss
how difficult it is to use
reliability predictions.
Winslow Adaptics’
Teri-Ann Winslow will
explain how hidden
costs affect sustainability
and through life cost.
Rochester Electronics’ Ken
Greenwood will describe
a case study where a
re-engineered part saved
a customer significant
requalification costs.

During planned breaks,
delegates can visit
exhibition stands and
talk to exhibitors via
video. Some exhibitors
may schedule short
presentations during the
breaks. Delegates will
also be able to chat with
presenters and other
conference attendees.
As with in-person IIOM
conferences, IIOM staff
will be on hand to give
any help you need.
The International
Institute of Obsolescence
Management, from its
roots in obsolescence
management of electronic
and other components, now
supports manufacturers,
service providers and
obsolescence practitioners
from across industry, has
four Chapters covering
Germany, India, United
Kingdom and USA, and has
corporate and individual
members across the world.
www.theiiom.org
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5G: just in time for
work from home
John Denslinger shows how 5G is turning the ‘work from home’ phenomenon from an
emergency solution to a sustainable and infinitely more productive alternative

C

Work from home

ovid is once again rewriting ‘business as usual’. The
virus single-handedly triggered the great workforce
reformation of 2020 where the central office
vanished and a dispersed ‘work from home’ (WfH)
alternative took its place. Temporary? Hardly! That trend is not
likely to change anytime soon. If you think about it, the WfH
movement largely succeeded because a reliable, fast, robust
communications network was available. Business teetered but
more than survived thanks to time-tested WiFi and LTE grids.
It’s easy to take for granted the ease, speed and quality of our
communication systems. Connectivity rarely fails. However, as
we all know, demand is surging and America is thirsting for
more and more capacity especially data handling. Buildingout the next generation network is not only critical to
economic recovery but advancing our society in general.
In my view, 5G is rolling out just-in-time. Although the
WfH labor force has ample voice capability, the growing
need is instant access to data streams that bolster
remote productivity. 5G offers that and more.
However, before 5G becomes the de facto ‘next generation
network’, its ecosystem must evolve further. By that I mean, a 5G
network requires new componentry, transitional devices, broader
coverages, massive infrastructure integration, and above all,
advances in technology that optimize billions of connections.
The launch of such a large-scale network is daunting and as
expected there are limits to rapid deployment. Consider for a
moment: (1) availability of ultra-miniaturized components;
(2) long term performance of active and passive devices under
extreme thermal, battery life and low latency demands; (3) 5G
smartphone designs that place mmWave and LTE side-by-side

201208_WLS_ELECSRG_UK_Strip.indd 1
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John Denslinger is a former
executive VP Murata, president
SyChip Wireless, and president/
CEO ECIA, the industry’s trade
association. His career spans
40 years in electronics

By John Denslinger
in one package; (4) design compression that satisfies consumer
device sentiment for current form, fit and function; (5) network
build-outs that still show sizeable coverage gaps; and (6) a 5G
coverage map that favors large metropolitan areas over rural.
The good news from my perspective, a number of well-known
companies are already developing and releasing practical solutions.
On the technology front, 5G is spec’d to deliver speeds up to 10Gbps
and latencies less than 10ms. Impressive? Yes, that is impressive
provided the system includes EDGE computing technology truly
enabling 5G optimization. EDGE adds structural complexity, but the
remote user needs the full 5G speed and latency benefits to manage
anticipated data flows of the future. Here again, many companies
are already developing and releasing solutions for EDGE integration.
And, thanks to billions of new connections, massive amounts of
data will flow. A recent Industry Insight article identified the key
connectivity drivers as IoT, artificial intelligence, smart cities, smart
factories, autonomous vehicles and medical technology. The list
keeps growing as we apply ‘smart’ to just about every human activity.
On the home front, 5G will offer increased flexibility and
greater productivity to every connected household. With
improved access to data streams 5G extends that WfH
viability to many business functions: sales, marketing, product
engineers, customer service, procurement and even some
product design groups. Technically speaking, 5G fundamentally
equalizes the benefits of working from home or office.
5G is just-in-time. Seamless communications and
instantaneous access to mountains of data make the WfH
phenomenon not just sustainable, but infinitely more
productive and here to stay as a working alternative.
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Survive and Thrive drives
cross-department progress
Nemco provides a CEM’s perspective on the challenges, successes and opportunities
of operating a manufacturing facility during a year of lockdown
During lockdown, Nemco
has put its best foot forward
and carried on. As a
manufacturing site, many
staff were unable to work
from home, so effective PPE
and social distancing were
essential. The company took
the opportunity to utilise
unused floor space and
reorganise offices to provide
extra space for the staff who
remained on-site and added
air purifiers throughout
the building. Staff have
responded well to enforced
changes, such as staggered
start times and breaks, and
although uncomfortable
at times, our staff have
been kept safe. Office staff
have worked remotely
via a seamless process.
In 2020, before the pandemic
really took hold, Nemco
engaged with Sharing
in Growth (SIG) and
underwent three-months
of scrutiny followed by a
diagnostic in March. Nemco
fulfilled the criteria and

specialist business coaches
were assigned to increase
efficiency and improve all
departments. After the first
lockdown, SIG encouraged
a programme called Survive
and Thrive to help cope with
the specific challenges of
working during the Covid
crisis. The engagement
has been a revelation and
although it is a threeyear programme, great
progress has already been
seen in all departments.

the programme, including
many late nights and
weekends to press their
manufacturers relentlessly
to bring in stock for us.

Early in the pandemic,
Nemco played a vital role
in the Ventilator Challenge,
fulfilling orders to agreed
schedules. At the time,
multiple companies were
chasing the same stock,
including organisations
with huge global presences.
Without the help of some
trusted suppliers, Nemco
could not have succeeded.
The fast-responding
Ventilator Challenge team
at Anglia Components
worked tirelessly throughout

Throughout 2020, with
Brexit looming, uncertainty
of supply was a concern.
Nemco does business with
many suppliers with UK
sales offices and central
EU warehouses. As a CEM
mitigation was difficult
because we react to customer
demand, often in the shortterm. We couldn’t pull in
months’ worth of stock as
OEMs can. Several suppliers
stopped shipping for two
to three weeks in January,
but because they warned of

“”

Our vision - To
be the partner
of choice in
Electronics
Manufacturing
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Conducting audits and
business meetings is
strange and sometimes
awkward. Even so, audits
for ISO9001/AS9100 and
ISO14001 took place and
accreditations maintained.
Nemco’s SC21 silver award
was also retained.

this in November, we pulled
January deliveries forward to
December. Other than a few
carriers with consignments
delayed in customs, it has
been business as usual.
Some materials are in short
supply with lengthening
lead-times, while others have
gone on to full allocation.
The industry faces price
increases this time of year
too. This is something
Nemco’s materials team
are used to but don’t relish.
Every effort is made to
ensure updates and market
conditions from suppliers are
communicated throughout
the business and to our
customers as quickly as
possible to enable forward
ordering. The company
works with key suppliers
to negotiate call-off type
orders, keeping in mind
that risk needs to be
minimised for the customer,
Nemco and the supplier.
www.nemco.co.uk
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Pragmatism
and patience

FermionX senior buyer, Sheena Taylor, explains how the company is overcoming
a range of challenges from component shortages to OEM closures
2020 was a tough year
for everyone, whether for
personal, professional or
business reasons, and the
legacy of the pandemic and
Brexit is continuing into
2021. Challenges include
component shortages,
freight cost increases up
to 400 per cent, increasing
lead times and OEM
closures. So how do we
overcome these challenges?
It is important to remain
pragmatic and patient.
Any CEM worth its weight
will understand the
importance in proactive
supply chain management.
Furthermore, most would
have been preparing for

these eventualities. We
have found a number of
actions and processes work
best for our customers and
help spread the risk across
the whole supply chain as
opposed to concentrating
issues in one area.

Consolidating orders where
possible is helping reduce
increasing freight costs
and where you can, keep it
local. Sourcing components
nationally helps reduce
freight costs and could
mean shorter lead times.

Forward planning, forward
ordering and stock holding
can also help to mitigate
risk to business continuity
caused by component
lead times and the likes
of Brexit. We’re already
spotting signs of this
settling down after the
initial uncertainty of new
measures that came into
effect on 1 January 2021.

Good communication
with your customers,
suppliers and partners
may sound obvious but
maintaining regular
contact with all parties is
crucial for re-strategising.
By understanding sales
forecasts, production can
be scaled to suit supply and
demand requirements.
www.fermionx.com

“”

Any CEM worth
its weight will
understand the
importance in
proactive supply
chain management

We’re proud to support our
medical & laboratory
customers in their fight
against COVID-19

FermionX provides a full range of CEM services
and processes, right here in the UK.
Our customers rely on our strength of supply
chain and obsolescence management
now more than ever.
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Get in touch today
Tel: +44 (0)1903 524 600
Email: sales@fermionx.com
www.fermionx.com/ECS
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Fast, efficient quoting
Phoenix Systems UK’s head of sales and estimating, Josh
Jacobs, discusses quoting best practice
Compiling a quotation is
an important aspect of any
business. Ensuring all relevant
information is reviewed
and actioned appropriately
can be a time-consuming
activity. To save time and
work more efficiently, certain
steps can be taken to help
speed up this process.
A simple, yet effective,
request is to provide BoMs
in Excel format, including
manufactures’ parts numbers;
this can be a real time saver.
Also, it helps to receive a full
data pack comprising of: BoMs,
Gerber data, PCB drawings and
assembly drawings, including
sub level drawn parts.
Providing this information,
along with the original RFQ
saves multiple emails and
the risk of requests getting

lost in a busy email inbox.
Providing clear information
such as the quantity required
and delivery schedule is also
important. It’s not unusual for
a customer to request a quote
for a thousand PCBAs and
then when placing the order,
to request a delivery schedule
split across multiple drops
over 12 months. To provide
an accurate quotation,
it is important to provide
this type of information from
the outset to avoid delays, a
possible re-quote and a delay
in purchase order processing.
By actioning the above steps,
you maximise your chances of
a quick, effective and accurate
turn around for an RFQ.
www.phoenixsystemsuk.com

Is your electronic contract manufacturing partner meeting
your expectations?
If the answer is no, what is missing in the relationship,
quality, delivery, service or cost. These are some of the key
components often missing when choosing the right
electronic contract partner.
Look no further!
DVR Ltd is now established as one of the leading electronic
manufacturing services in the UK.

Some of the Services available at DVR.
• In-house design for manufacture.
• 25K sq. ft. of manufacturing.
• High speed SM capability that includes 01005 and
micro BGA placement.
• Soldering techniques that include wave and selective
soldering.
• 3D AOI Inspection.
• X-Ray Inspection.
• Cabling, potting and conformal coating.
• Test and test set design.
• Full mechanical assembly.

Contact DVR
Tel: 01268 530032
Sales@dvr-ltd.co.uk
www.dvr-ltd.co.uk
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Smooth migration to
new manufacturing
suppliers
There are many reasons why an OEM decides to change its EMS provider
or dual source. Protronix offers advice for smoothing the transition
A new provider should have
at least the same level of
relevant accreditation as the
existing supplier, assessed
during due diligence, to
ensure manufactured
products comply with
required standards.
What are the cost
implications of moving
production? If tooling and
setup costs have already
been paid, paying them again
can impact project costs.
Availability and logistics need
to be assessed. If unit cost is
less, but availability is pushed
back significantly, what
impact does this have on the
true cost and the company’s
ability to deliver to customers
with the availability they
are accustomed to?
What equipment does the
prospective provider have
and how does it compare
with the current provider?
This is an important factor
in determining scalability,
as the process will need

to be revisited if initial
quantities are near the
new provider’s capacity.
Consistency is key and
especially important when
dual sourcing. Will products
perform consistently across
batches from different
providers? Will they even
look the same? Two ‘identical’
products performing or
looking different could
harm the brand.
Ensure that the BoM is
quoted like-for-like. If the
existing supplier is following
the BoM while the new
provider is substituting
parts without declaring it,
the unit cost may appear
attractive but be misleading.
Protronix EMS director,
Stuart Clark, said: “We
have seen this many times.
A customer receives an
alternative quote, which
promises savings, but
when it is delved into and
questions asked, the parts

are lower cost alternatives
and not what the customer
has stated on their BoM.
Maybe the customer is not
concerned, or they may
request it is requoted as per
their BoM. However, had
they proceeded and had
their product produced,
trusting the BoM had been
followed, their products
may no longer comply
with specific standards.”
The cost implications
of ensuring the BoM is
followed, and if not that
any substitutions have
been advised and agreed
beforehand, is crucial.
Stuart continued: “We
offer BoM reviews and
suggest alternatives based
on price and availability
quite regularly, but it
is always presented in
an open manner.”
protronix.co.uk

CML Innovative Technologies Ltd.
69/70 Eastern Way,

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk,

IP32 7AB, United Kingdom

PUSH BUTTON SOLUTIONS

CUSTOM BUILD
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“”

Consistency
is key and
especially
important
when dual
sourcing

Tel: +44 (0) 1284 714700

email: uksales@cml-it.com

www.cml-it.com

CONTRACT ASSEMBLY
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PROCESS SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING SERVICES
In-house processes including:
Oversized PCB Capability
Automated SMT/Through-Hole Assembly
Hand Assembly/Box Build
Design For Manufacture
Environmental Testing
Wide Range of Coatings/Encapsulation
Full Test Services
IPC Certified Staff

AN AGILE, RESPONSIVE, RELIABLE CONTRACT MANUFACTURER

BUILDING ON YOUR DESIGN

Visit our website to see our full capabilities and videos of our main processes

www.wps.co.uk · 01424 722222 · enquire@wps.co.uk

ISO 9001
FM 14458

15:08
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Benefits
of box
build
services

In this article, Corintech explains
what box build is and the
questions OEM customers should
ask when sourcing such a service

49 ye
ars
in PCB
indust r
y

When a CEM offers box build
services, it is usually referring
to producing PCBAs and then
building them into sub-assemblies
or finished products. Complex
processes are required for the
production, quality control and
supply of electronic products.
So, when sourcing a CEM
with box build capabilities,
carefully consider the skills
and experience required to
successfully undertake the builds.

Tate Circuit Industries Ltd

GLOBAL
PCB SUPPLIER

UK engineers working directly with
low-cost, established manufacturing
facilities in Shenzhen China

TATECIRCUITS.COM
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Electronics assemblies
often comprise hundreds of
components, all critical to
the end-product’s quality and
function. CEMs with component
procurement and kitting services
offer customers significant time
savings in undertaking this
work. CEMs can often access the
lowest component prices through
established supply relationships
and quantities-of-scale. Audit the
CEM to ensure that their suppliers
are vetted and can maintain
full supply chain traceability.
Ensure your chosen partner has
the appropriate equipment and
experience for PCBA production,
quality inspection and test. Can
it place all the components on
the BoM, from the smallest
surface mount SMT parts to the
largest through-hole parts? Does
it operate in-line automated
inspection such as 3D automated
optical inspection or x-ray? Can
it program parts and functionally
test them to an agreed
standard? What about potting,
encapsulation or coating services?
Mechanical assembly can range
from fitting a PCBA into a
plastic enclosure, to detailed
cabinet assemblies with multiple
mechanical parts, PCBAs and

CEM
complex wiring looms. As
with PCB assembly, ensure the
CEM can demonstrate it has
the required equipment and
experience. Can it source or
manufacture mechanical parts,
cables and wiring looms? Does
it maintain robust product build
processes and quality control
documentation? Does it operate
mechanical assembly specific
production cells? Does it offer
final-product packaging?
A CEM that can hold component
stocks, kits, sub-assemblies
and fully built products to
be called-off on a scheduled
basis might offer significant
savings, help to smooth cash
flow and simplify logistics.

CEMs that offer box build
services can help customers
significantly simplify their
supply chain. Rather than
handling the logistics involved
in procuring components
and services from a range of
different suppliers, the process
can be streamlined to a single
purchase order to a trusted
CEM with wide-ranging box
build capabilities. CEMs can
save their customers time
and resource in research and
quality auditing of an array
of separate suppliers and in
administrating the employment
of their ongoing services.
www.corintech.com

SIMPLIFY YOUR ELECTRONICS
M A N U FA C T U R I N G S U P P LY C H A I N
Talk to the team at Corintech to find out how we can simplify
your supply chain, save you time, decrease costs, and improve
quality and reliability of supply.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Electronic Design
Component Procurement
PCB Assembly
Thick Film Hybrids
Coating and Encapsulation
Cables and Wiring Looms
Mechanical Components
Box Build and Product Assembly
Production and Stockholding
UK and Far East
AS9100, ISO 9001, IPC, J-STD

L e t U s Q u o t e f o r Yo u r A s s e m b l y To d a y

info@corintech.com
+44 (0)1425 655655
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Should OEMs outsource
their box build?
From BoM management to continuous investment in people,
equipment and systems, CEMs offer a compelling box build solution
Box build ranges from a single
PCB in an enclosure to complex
integrated systems. If OEMs
require the manufacture and
assembly of a complete unit,
there are things to consider
when approaching a CEM.
Question one is how much of
the build is to be outsourced?
Some CEMs provide an
integrated solution including
conceptual design, NPI,
volume production, test,
order fulfilment and aftercare:
complete product lifecycle
support. The more complete

an offering the more value
the CEM can add.
Some products may require
the CEM to have certain
accreditations such as Cyber
Essentials, ATEX or AS9100
and ISO13485 for the defence
and medical industries. It can
be beneficial to select a CEM
with accreditations and related
controls in place even if your
product does not need them.
Design is just as important as
manufacturing. Engaging a
CEM early ensures the design

Innovative Antenna Design
and Training Technology

• Antenna Design and Prototyping Kit •
• Antenna Research Kit •
• Antenna Training Kit •
• Multi-Antenna Kit •
2BK Partner Ltd.
nesli@2bkpartner.com
0786 785 3812
22 March 2021 • www.electronics-sourcing.co.uk

is optimised for manufacture.
Linking this part of the process
to the supply chain also
ensures selected components
can be sourced, preventing
significant problems later.        
An integrated box build service
simplifies supply chains.
The subcontractor can add
value through synergies and
economies of scale. Purchasing
through approved and preferred
vendors gives flexibility
and value to customers by
reducing costs using local
and offshore supply chains.
For example, Jaltek uses
management software to
identify potential component
supply issues related to
a customer’s BoM. The
software helps manage BoM
health, lifecycle, alternative
components, counterfeit
components, ITAR controlled
parts and conflict minerals.
Products have a faster time to
market, lower costs, higher
reliability and longevity.
A CEM will have an investment
plan to maintain and upgrade
skills, equipment, software,
systems and capabilities,
providing up-to-date, efficient
and cost-effective solutions.
Equally if an OEM is short of
space the CEM may be able to
offer storage facilities, ship to
site options and packaging and
shipping product directly to a
location, client or distributor.
Most CEMs offering a box
build service will have a
level of aftercare which can
include, service, warranty,
repairs, upgrades and reshipping all within agreed
commercial terms.
www.jaltek.com

EqWave, wearable technology
that helps to keep workers safe by
enforcing social distancing, with
contact tracing capabilities. Box
build manufacture by Jaltek for
Equivital©

“”

Some CEMs
provide an
integrated
solution
including
conceptual
design, NPI,
volume
production,
test, order
fulfilment and
aftercare

HOW MUCH MORE
COULD YOU SELL IF
YOU HAD A FLEXIBLE
PARTNER?
NOTE Group offer two flexible manufacturing
locations in the UK, Windsor and Stonehouse.
•
•
•
•
•

Flexible Product Fulfilment Solutions
Global Network of Manufacturing Locations
Product Lifecycle Management
Development & Engineering Collaboration
Flexible Supply Chain Solutions

• Committed
• Proactive
• Quality Focused
• Flexible
To discuss your manufacturing requirements
call Andy Thwaites on 07766 311419
or visit www.note-uk.co.uk for more information

CEM
Map of UK
M-TEK
Reading
01189 455377
www.mtek.co.uk

SCOTLAND

Corintech Ltd.
Fordingbridge
01425 655655
www.corintech.com
NORTH
EAST

NORTHERN
IRELAND

Nemco
Stevenage
01438346600
www.nemco.co.uk

YORKSHIRE &
HUMBERSIDE
NORTH
WEST

Protronix EMS
Luton
01582 418490
www.protronix.co.uk

EAST
MIDLANDS

WALES

WEST
MIDLANDS

Wilson Process Systems
Hastings
01424 722222
www.wps.co.uk
DVR Ltd
Basildon
01268 530032
www.dvr-ltd.co.uk

SOUTH WEST

Tioga electronic assembly
Derby
01332 360884
www.tioga.co.uk

EAST
ANGLIA

SOUTH
EAST

LONDON

InCap
Staffordshire
01782 753200
www.incapcorp.com

NOTE Windsor
01753 746700
NOTE Stonehouse
01453 797580
www.note-uk.co.uk

FermionX Ltd.
Worthing
01903 524600
www.fermionx.com

Phoenix Systems
Fareham
08456 586111
www.phoenixsystemsuk.com

Electronic Technicians Ltd
Wimborne
01202897722
www.etluk.co.uk

Tate Circuit Industries
Lichfield
01543 622435
www.tatecircuits.com








     


   

    
      

PCB Assemblies
Cable Harnesses
Ultrasonic Welding
Box Builds
IPC Certified
Turnkey Solutions
Purchasing and Logistics
Proven On-Time Delivery
Material Sourcing
and Purchasing
Global Export Control
Full Material Traceability
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Tailored Testing
Inspection Reports
On-Site Metrology
ESS and EMI Chambers
Production of Bespoke
Test Equipment
Design and Development
In House Designers
Aerospace Experience
Vision to Physicality
Dedicated Mechanical and
Electronic Engineers
Rapid Prototyping
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Derby based Tioga Limited, founded in 1996, has
developed into one of the UK’s leading Contract
Electronic Manufacturers.
Offering a broad spectrum of electronic assembly, the heart
of Tioga’s manufacturing facility is based in Derby right in the
centre of the UK in a beautiful listed railway building. The site
has been custom converted and fully refurbished into a modern,
extensive and sophisticated plant housing state of the art equipment.

Tioga’s Newest Addition... we are excited to announce
the installation of the VERSAFLOW Selective Soldering Machine.
This will give us stable processes, reproducible parameters
and ensure high standards when it comes to quality, costs
and delivery service.

VERSAFLOW 3/35 GLOBAL EDITION

Our core competencies far exceed just manufacturing; this
encompasses design, engineering support, global procurement
and supply chain, manufacturing, test, configuration,
warehousing and distribution. In short, we are
able to take on board the management of
customers’ products in their entirety.

Visit our Website to view
our New Corporate Video.

www.tioga.co.uk

ten reasons to
team up with tioga
• State Of The Art Electronic Assembly
• 5 Fully Automated Mycronic
SMD Production Lines
• BGA, µBGA and Complex Technologies
• EKRA X5 Screen Printers /
Mycronic MY700JX Jet Printer
• Large Board Capability 560 x 600mm
• Nikon XTV 160 X-ray with Laminography
• ISO 9001 / ISO 13485 / ISO 14001
• Full Turn Key Solution / Boxbuild
• Wide Ranging Expertise
• Design Partnership
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A single sourcing
strategy can increase
supply chain risk

While buyers prefer to have multiple suppliers for a key component, in some cases there is no
choice but to use just one supplier
Most electronics buyers
would prefer to have at
least three suppliers for
a key semiconductor or
passive component to
guarantee competition
and to reduce the risk of
disruption in continuity of
supply if a natural disaster
or other force majeure
shuts down production
of a supplier’s factory.
However, there are times
when a buyer is stuck
with a single source for a
part because there is only
one supplier that builds
a component such as a
high-end microprocessor
or an application specific
integrated circuit (ASIC).
In some cases, a part may
be very mature and the
number of manufacturers
making the part has
diminished to just one. In
other cases, an electronics
OEM may make a business
decision to partner with one
component manufacturer
to make a part to get better
pricing and preferential
treatment during shortages.
While many buyers
believe it is better to have
multiple suppliers for a
commodity component
increased competition,
some consultants say there
are advantages to single
sourcing which in some
cases outweigh potential
risks. With a single source, a
company can gain significant
leverage with a supplier
because it is buying a very
large volume of a component
from the one supplier rather
than from multiple suppliers.
Another advantage of single
sourcing cited by some

consultants is administrative
costs are reduced because
buyers have to manage just
one supplier for a component
rather than several or
many. When a company
opts to have multiple
suppliers for a component,
those suppliers need to be
qualified and qualification
can be expensive and time
consuming, especially with
more advanced higher
technology components .
Other administrative
activity costs are reduced
because there is not a
need to send out and
review bids from multiple
suppliers. In addition, with
a single supplier, there
are fewer contracts to
negotiate and renegotiate.
There is also less paperwork
and fewer video chats,
telephone calls and emails
when there is a single
supplier for a commodity.
However, many buyers
believe single sources are
too risky. One company
that is not so keen on single
sources is EMS provider
Sanmina, based in San Jose,
Calif. “From my perspective,
there isn’t a real advantage
to having a single source,”
said Pierre Brossier, director,
regional supply chain for
Sanmina. When there are
options for having multiple
sources, it’s always ideal for
OEMs to take this approach
and qualify all sources, so
that EMS providers can
utilize them,” said Brossier.

Single sources happen

However, in some cases,
single sources are inevitable.
Brossier notes that Sanmina

has single-source suppliers
for components such as
microprocessors, application
specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), plastic components
and metal enclosures. “In
these instances, the OEM
customer is requiring that
we use only one source,
even if the components
are available from other
suppliers,” he said.
In the case of microprocessors
and some other patented
components, OEM designers
who use those processors
and patented parts build
the architecture of their
product around those
components. In such cases,
it’s not possible for another
supplier to “duplicate a
patented device,” he said.

“”

We tend to see
more opportunities
in products that are
sole sourced
Luke LeSaffre, director of sales,
Americas for independent
distributor Fusion Worldwide

ASICs require a huge
investment by the OEM
and selecting multiple
sources is not an option,
said Brossier. He added that
plastics components are
usually custom designed
for a product and although
the tooling investment
isn’t as high as an ASIC,
it is still very expensive.
Unless the volumes and
revenues are very high, it’s
typically not economically
viable to duplicate tooling
from a second source, said
Brossier. In the case of
metal enclosures, tooling
is less expensive but it still
takes additional time and
overhead costs to set up a
second metal supplier.

“”

From my perspective,
there isn’t a real
advantage to having
a single source

In some cases, an OEM
may choose to have a
single source for standard
Pierre Brossier, director, regional supply
integrated circuits and even
chain for Sanmina
passive components which
Continue on page 28 »
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are built by multiple suppliers.
“However, an OEM’s design team
may not have enough time or
resources to select and qualify
additional devices during the
initial design timeline,” he said.
Brossier says there are several
advantages of having multiple
sources including security of
supply when there are part
shortages. Multiple sources also
provide “a major negotiating
advantage and better purchasing
power,” he said. “If there are
other sources for their products,
strategic buyers can achieve
better pricing conditions in
situations because there is
competition,” said Brossier.
When one component
manufacturer is the only provider
for a part, the supplier can
demand a higher price in the
short term. However, in the longer
term the single source supplier
“runs the risk of not being
designed into the next product
generation,” he said. An OEM
may seek a supplier which can
build the part for a lower price.
Many sole-source parts are
based on a new technology
or innovative design and are
protected by intellectual property.
That means the supplier will
be a sole source for a number
of years. But after a certain
amount of time, the design
becomes public and other
suppliers can duplicate it.
“It’s a balancing act between
securing an innovative
component from a sole supplier
that provides a major competitive
advantage and the disadvantage
of having less leverage and
control related to supply and
pricing,” said Brossier.

Avoiding sole sourcing

Brossier says sole sourcing is to
be avoided as much as possible
because of its potential to cause
major problems. “Imagine if
an OEM must use a certain
supplier as a sole source for an
innovative component and the
volume for the product suddenly
skyrockets,” he said. The supplier
may experience manufacturing
issues and it escalates into a
major problem for the OEM and
its EMS provider because too
much of the business is locked in
with one supplier, said Brossier.

Rather than have a single
source for a part a better choice
is to have five suppliers for
each commodity to optimize
competition. “In this scenario,
far better terms and conditions
and price competitiveness can
be achieved,” said Brossier.
If five suppliers are not possible,
having at least three suppliers
for each component, ideally in
different geographies, would
allow “a balance of economies of
scale and risk management in the
supply chain,” he said. If multiple
qualified suppliers are located in
different areas, it also “reduces
dependence on a single supplier
or region, ensuring security of
supply and business continuity
when unexpected events like
COVID-19 occur,” said Brossier.
However, there are cases
when it is impossible to have
multiple sources. “In these
cases, it may be worthwhile to
implement inventory programs
to protect the supply chain
against unforeseen force
majeure events,” said Brossier.
If an OEM or EMS provider
does not have access to enough
inventory when a catastrophic
event hits a certain region and
shuts down production of the
supplier of the sole-source part,
buyers often have to scramble to
find parts. Often they will reach
out to authorized distributors
or independent distributors
that have the parts in stock.
At the same time buyers may
look to qualify other sources for
parts as quickly as possible.

Paying the price

If the part has to be purchased
on the open market, buyers
undoubtedly pay a premium price
for the component, especially if
there is only one supplier that
manufactures the component.
Independent distributors say
single source and sole sourced
parts represent a healthy portion
of their business. Often such
parts use advanced technology
and the parts have a higher
price tag to begin with.
“We tend to see more
opportunities in products that are
sole sourced,” said Luke LeSaffre,
director of sales, Americas for
independent distributor Fusion
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Worldwide, based in Boston.
“If there are products that are
more like commodity products
and interchangeable that limits
our opportunity,” he said.
“Device complexity is a big factor
in the sole-source dynamic. The
more complex the device the
less likely there is going to be
a drop-in replacement” or an
alternative supplier, said LeSaffre.
There’s a strong correlation
between the complexity and
level of intellectual property
that’s in a device and whether
or not there is going to an
alternate. Such devices include
microprocessors, FPGAs, ASICs,
and PLDs which have a higher
level of intellectual property.

How special

Matt Fonstein, vice president of
trade for NewPower Worldwide,
said often single source parts
are for specialized systems
made by the Department
of Defense and aerospace
companies. Parts used in those
systems undergo a lot of testing
and qualification. “It’s a very
expensive process, said Fonstein.
To qualify parts from multiple
suppliers is cost prohibitive
so an OEM may choose a part
from one supplier to qualify.
“They know exactly how the
part needs to work and they
know what will work in extreme
environments,” he said. “You see
single sourcing- with those real
specialized products,” he said.
However, sometimes “popcorn”
parts can also be singled
sourced too, said Matt Snow,
vice president of purchasing for
independent distributor Smith,
based in Houston, Texas. Parts
such as resistors, capacitors,
discrete semiconductors may
have multiple manufacturers
with pin-for-pin, drop-in
replacements. “Still, as customer
applications become more
complex, most component
manufacturers have developed
products with unique features
in an effort to gain market
share. Even the most popular
manufacturers have custom/
unique parts, which can cause
headaches for buyers,” he said.
The auto industry often buys
commodity parts with unique

by James Carbone

features such as high reliability.
Multilayer ceramic capacitors
sold to the auto industry are an
example. Automakers often have
a single source for MLCCs. They
need a supplier that can build a
part that has high reliability and
function in a harsh environment.
They may commit to a single
supplier to guarantee a highlevel business for many years at
a price that may be higher than
similar less robust parts sold to
other industries. However, if the
supplier has a production issue in
making the part, the automaker
may have to shut down.
“In the automotive segment, there
isn’t as much interchangeability
and that’s one of the reasons
why the current shortages are
biting so hard,” said Snow. With
automotive manufacturers it
takes a lot of work to qualify any
part. “Often we see more sole
sourcing, single sourcing because
the engineering qualification
process is so involved,” he said.
Buyers in other industries also
single source and sometimes
end up scouring the supplychain for parts or qualify
new suppliers because of an
unexpected disruption to the
manufacturing of the part. That
was the case with Asahi Kasei
Microdevices (AKM) when
fire destroyed the Japanese
chipmaker’s factory last October.
“A lot of customers were just
using AKM exclusively,” although
similar parts were available from
other semiconductor companies
said LeSaffre. “AKM was their
single source. I don’t know if their
product is considered superior or
better priced,” he said. But after
the fire, Fusion sold more AKM
parts “in a six-week period then
we had several years previous,”
said LeSaffre. In addition many
AKM customers hurried to qualify
other suppliers such as Cirrus
Logic and Texas Instruments.
When customers choose to do
single sourcing, it may come
down to a business decision
“where they decide to allocate
a greater portion or all of their
spend on a particular type of
device for the sake of leveraging
that direct supplier,” said LeSaffre.

Cable and Wiring

Custom cable assemblies:
selecting the right partner
When choosing a cable assembly partner, GTK suggests picking a company
which offers a holistic approach to product quality and cost reduction
Custom cable assemblies are
becoming more prevalent
in industrial electronics as
end users expect the same
experience as they have
with consumer devices.
From an OEM’s standpoint,
they offer an additional
branding opportunity and
can provide significant
design and cost advantages
over off-the-shelf products.
OEMs looking to outsource
custom cable assemblies
need to thoroughly evaluate
suppliers to ensure they tick
all the relevant boxes. A
significant amount of effort
is required to design, test,
prove and produce custom
assemblies so it is essential
the partnership works on
a long-term basis. It isn’t

straightforward to move
suppliers, so it is worth
investing time at the start to
prevent problems later on.
When assessing a
prospective vendor, standard
checks include longevity and
financial stability. However,
other checks include:
•

What approvals do
they have, such as
ISO 9001 & 14001?

•

Do they have
other approvals
demonstrating quality
levels, such as the
UL wiring harness
traceability programme
(an audit trail for
components used
in an assembly)?

•

What proportion of
their cable assembly
output is custom?

•

Do they have dedicated
product experts?

•

Do they have multiple
manufacturing
locations?

•

Can they prototype
quickly? An important
factor for proving
a design without
delaying its launch.

•

Do they have approvals
needed to supply into
specific markets such
as medical, aerospace
and defence?

“”

OEMs looking to
outsource custom
cable assemblies
need to thoroughly
evaluate suppliers to
ensure they tick all
the relevant boxes

Continue on page 30 »

Volex Power Cords
Quality without compromise
› The latest generation V-Novus Hybrid cord sets
› New slimline design with full insertion indicators
› Automated production line to ensure consistent quality
› Fully compliant to regional safety approvals and standards

+44 (0)1256 472000

sales@gtk.co.uk

www.gtk.co.uk
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Cable and Wiring
A successful custom
cable assembly project
requires a close working
relationship between
the OEM and supplier.
A good supplier will
approach the original
design with fresh eyes to
establish opportunities
for enhancements which
could result in more
repeatable production,
lower finished product
cost or lower overall
applied cost, such as
less time to install. They
may also identify valueadded opportunities
including product
branding and colour
or additional features
built into the assembly
such as switches, fuses
or PCB functionality.
This holistic approach
frequently results in a
superior product at little
or no additional cost.

in two main categories:
component costs and
manufacturing process.
The BoM should be
reviewed for lower cost
equivalents, while the
choice of production
process can impact
overall cost, lead times
and tooling costs.

The supplier will also
look at cost-down
opportunities for the
assembly. These come

For the medical market,
attention to detail
and strict traceability
and quality control

Requirements for cable
assemblies supplied into
specific vertical markets
will often dictate the type
of product required. For
example, in hazardous
environments issues
include dust and moisture
ingress, shock and
vibration or even general
wear and tear. Here
over-moulding is the
answer, with additional
seals and grommets
if waterproofing to
a specific IP rating
is required.

are critical, as well as
ISO13485 accreditation
in some cases.
The aerospace and
military markets require
military specification
cables and connectors.
They also require a more
stringent audit trail
for the manufacturing
process. Suppliers also
need to be accredited
to the worldwide
AS9100 standard, which
governs the entire
manufacturing process,
use of components
and prevention of
counterfeit parts.
In summary,
manufacturing custom
cable assemblies can
be more complex than
using standard product,
but offers several key
advantages to the
OEM. Choosing the
right supplier partner is
crucial to the process.
www.gtk.co.uk

Higher densit y. Lower losses. Higher data rates.
It’s precise performance, delivered.
D ESI G N | BUILD | T EST | C ER T IF Y

Performance with Purpose
CarlisleIT.com
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Our CoreHC product family, Card Edge Contact systems, and Gen-Z
solutions offer high-density interconnects with lower insertion and
return losses at densities as high as 2.5 mm. CarlisleIT leads the way
with high-performance interconnect solutions byoffering unmatched
signal integrity for today’s faster and more complex communication
systems operating up to 70 GHz.

Covid-19

Radical rethink
of manufacturing
supply chains

BDO’s head of manufacturing,
Richard Austin

A survey by BDO suggests two thirds of UK manufacturers are planning dual
or multi-sourcing for key components to avoid Covid supply disruptions
In a survey of 206 manufacturing
businesses conducted by Make UK
and BDO in November 2020, almost
nine in 10 manufacturers said they
had reviewed their supply chains
in response to the pandemic.
In total, 59 per cent of respondents
said they planned to diversify
their supply chains, with just
under half saying they planned to
create a UK focused supply chain.
One third said they would focus
on reshoring manufacturing.
Just over a quarter said they were
looking to diversify their supply
chains across different EU countries,
while the same proportion said
they were likely to diversify in
countries outside the EU.
BDO’s head of manufacturing,
Richard Austin, said: “The
supply delays experienced by UK
manufacturers at the start of the
pandemic were a wake-up call,
prompting many operators to
confront the risks involved in overrelying on single suppliers for key
components. This was particularly
true in cases where suppliers were
geographically very distant.
“Trade frictions created by postBrexit trading arrangements have
added a new layer of complexity
which may prompt further
supply chain adjustments and
changes to logistics operations.
“As supply chains become more
complex, many manufacturers are
recognising that they will need to
invest more in technology which
provides end-to-end visibility across
the supply chain in real-time and
which provides the information
required under EU export Rules
of Origin. For many this will be
critical in managing supply chain
risks, reducing the likelihood of
production stoppages and ensuring
potential trading tariffs are avoided.”
March 2021 31
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ONE-STOP FREQUENCY SHOP
Euroquartz combines design experience with UK-based AS9100 certified
manufacturing facilities to offer a hub of engineering and production capacity

E

uroquartz has been
manufacturing quartz
crystals and military
oscillators since 1982 and
has seen its UK crystal
manufacturing competitors
close production facilities
over the intervening years.

As a privately owned British
company with AS9100 certified
manufacturing facilities in the
UK producing military grade
quartz crystals, oscillators
and filters, Euroquartz is
unique in manufacturing for
all sections of industry.

The company works at a design
level with all its manufacturing
partners, gaining a rare
insight into both products
and the manufacturing
techniques employed.

crystals, clock oscillators, TCXOs,
VCXOs, OCXOs and filters. As
the pace of technology change
increases, Euroquartz works with
longstanding partners to offer
the latest in oscillator product.

The product range includes

Euroquartz provides crystals
for all major Wi-Fi protocols
such as Zigbee, ISM, WLAN
etc, and is involved with
many IoT applications.
5G has driven the need for
ever higher frequency clock
oscillators that can meet
application requirements for
very low phase noise and jitter
characteristics. Euroquartz has
introduced new products offering
a variety of high-speed formats
such as LVDS, CML and HCSL.
The company’s fully traceable
sources of supply, combined
with comprehensive technical
support, offers the highest
level of quality assurance to
engineers and buyers alike.
www.euroquartz.co.uk

Product range includes crystals,
clock oscillators, TCXOs,
VCXOs, OCXOs and filters
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AGILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
ARE KEY TO SUCCESS
During a challenging year, Texcel has transitioned to a ‘new normal’ where agility, flexibility
and innovative thinking provide the cornerstones of future contract manufacturing

T

o say 2020 was
a challenging
year for UK
manufacturing industry is
an understatement. The
pandemic threw the industry
into turmoil with numerous
challenges regarding
customer order cancellations,
unpredictability of future
demand, configuring Covid
compliant workplaces and
supply chain issues.
Yet the industry has done
reasonably well, with
the recent PMI index
showing a healthy level
of manufacturing output
finishing on a three year
high in December 2020. In
January, the numbers have

dropped which is attributable
to several factors including
component shortages,
supplier performance and
international shipping
issues relating to disruption
caused by Brexit.
The UK contract electronics
manufacturing market fared
well with a seven per cent
recorded growth rate in the
2019 to 2020 year according
to Plimsoll. However, the
projection moving forwards is
not so rosy with a predicted
drop of three per cent in
the next twelve months.
Over the last 12 months,
Texcel has made significant
operational changes. This

is our ‘new normal’ as we
don’t expect the landscape to
return to pre Covid patterns.
Forecasting and component
procurement are challenging
and good relationships with
customers and suppliers
are critical. Our ERP
system supported flexible
production programming and
maximising productivity and
efficiency. Texcel has helped
customers successfully launch
new products, was flexible
with others that didn’t need
their products and ended its
financial year in a healthy
position. The key to future
growth is agility, flexibility
and innovative thinking.
www.texceltechnology.com
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SUPPORTING
PASSION FOR UK
RAIL AND AUDIO
Charcroft director, Debbie Rowland, explains how a recent acquisition
will ensure capacitors will be made and supported in Britain

T

wo electronics
sectors generate high
levels of end-user
passion: sound systems
which meet the demanding
expectations of audiophiles;
and railway systems which
ensures safe, efficient
and reliable journeys.
Both sectors have recently
seen developments
which support UK-based
manufacturing and drive
growth. Firstly, Charcroft
Electronics completed the
acquisition of ClarityCap
audio capacitors and ICW
polypropylene film capacitors
from BorgWarner Wrexham.
Secondly, the UK government
has recently awarded a
grant to support the UK
manufacture of monorail
carriages by Bombardier.
Charcroft director, Debbie
Rowland, said: “The
acquisition of ClarityCap and
ICW reinforces the UK focus
that Charcroft maintains for
distribution and component
manufacturing. By using
the existing production
facilities in Wrexham, Wales,
customers will know that all
the capacitors will continue
to be made in Britain. As a
franchised distributor for
ICW and ClarityCap for

almost 30-years, Charcroft
has developed a detailed
understanding of the
components and customers,
so the acquisition will
provide specialist customer
support and a flexible
approach to manufacturing.”
Charcroft’s UK manufacturing
started with the acquisition
of Ashcroft in 2003. This
was quickly followed by
Vishay Centres of Excellence
approval to trim precision
Bulk Foil resistors outside
the US. The range of UK
manufactured components
has continued to expand
in response to customer
demand and market changes.
Naked audio resistors,
silver mica capacitors,
MLCCs and custom passive
assemblies are all UK made.
So why does Charcroft
maintain such a strong
UK focus when the
industry is driven by major
global companies?
Debbie continued:
“Acquisition is often driven
by the need to prolong
the availability of legacy
components. But with
ClarityCap, the acquisition
has been driven by the
need to support new and

innovative designs which
enable engineers to deliver
higher levels of audio
performance. As more people
are working from home,
lockdown has certainly
shown that end-users are
turning to high-quality
audio and that is driving
a period of growth.”
Having all manufacturing
in the UK enables tight
monitoring of every aspect
of production. This makes
it easier for the engineering
and manufacturing teams
and supports close customer
communications. For the
audio market, quality and
precision are vital, so having
a hands-on approach to
UK-based manufacturing lets
customers order relatively
low volumes of capacitors
built to an exact specification.
Customisation can include
electrical requirements,
branding and colours.
Customers can also choose
audio capacitors which
integrate ClarityCap
CopperConnect technology
which maintains signal
integrity, to provide a new
level of audio performance
for film capacitors.
For the railway market, the

Charcroft director, Debbie Rowland

majority of polypropylene
and film capacitors from ICW
used in signalling circuits
are also manufactured to
customer-defined drawings.
The matched capacitors
have been developed to
deliver stability over a wide
temperature range and match
the performance of obsolete
polycarbonate capacitors
in the same physical size.
Customers will also be
able to access expanded
technical support from a
team of specialist, field-based
engineers. Whilst these
specialists are usually on
the road, they are currently
helping customers to raise the
performance of high-quality
products with meetings over
Zoom, Teams and Skype.
www.charcroft.com
www.claritycap.co.uk
www.icwltd.co.uk

Advanced Rework Technology Ltd

SITES NOW IN UK AND ITALY

-6012
training and Space Addendum training for J-STD-001 and IPC-A-620.

Acceptability of Electronic Assemblies
Requirements for Soldering Electrical and Electronic Assemblies

Requirements and Acceptance for Cable and Wire Harnesses

Acceptability of Printed Boards
www.rework.co.uk

Info@rework.co.uk

+44 (0)1245 237083

Power

Holding
their own
Memory Protection Devices’ president, Thomas
Blaha, explains how prioritizing application
requirements optimizes battery holder selection
When designing power
management solutions
involving AA batteries,
engineers often focus
on the battery rather
than the holder. Often
overlooked, the holder
plays an important
role ensuring system
ruggedness and reliability.

The BK-6049 AA-Cell holder with cover

4783

IEC appliance inlet
with V-Lock
- Prevents unintentional removal of Power
- Simple cable assembly
- Reusable
- Halogen free

+44 1296 319 001
sales.uk@schurter.com
schurter.com/v-lock
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Like most products,
battery holders are
designed to contradictory
requirements. Ideally, they
need to be small and light,
yet survive shock and
vibration while securing
large, heavy batteries.
Quality battery holders can
meet these requirements,
but compromises invariably
arise. Manufacturers must
work from a prioritized
list of features. For
example, if the primary
requirement is to hold
the battery securely,
then a secure screw-on
cover may be necessary.
An application requiring
easy field replacement
may require a looser fit
with finger notches or
an easily disengaged
latching mechanism.
This may involve tradeoffs such as added size,
weight and cost.
Battery holders can
enhance a product’s
robustness. Access doors
can employ ribs to secure
multiple batteries that
could shift position
and lose electrical
connection. Such ribs
have negligible impact on
cost but can dramatically
enhance ruggedness.
To provide high retention
and shock resistance

(typical in PCs and
consumer electronics
with a PCB mounted
battery) it makes sense
to pay slightly more for a
robust solution to reduce
the cost of support calls,
product returns and
dissatisfied consumers.
Another important decision
involves termination.
Battery holders can be
secured with printed circuit
pins, solder lugs, male/
female snap fasteners, wire
leads, SMT bump plates
or customized fasteners.
Each offers a unique
combination of cost, ease
of assembly, space and
ruggedness, requiring
careful consideration.
The electronics
marketplace is saturated
with poorly manufactured
knock-offs and it is
increasingly difficult to
differentiate products
of superior quality from
inferior imitations.
Buyers need to perform
thorough due diligence to
ensure optimum battery
holders are specified. This
review process should
require detailed and
verifiable answers to the
following questions:
• Does the battery holder
meet UL2069 standards for
proper battery retention?
• Does the battery holder
meet EIA-540J0AA and/or
EIA-540JAB specifications
for vibration, mechanical
shock, contact resistance
and solderability?
• Is the product an
intrinsically safe apparatus
as per ANSI/UL standards?
Continue on page 38 »

SMALLER
STRONGER
FASTER

REDUCES STANDBY POWER
FOR ALWAYS-ON CONSUMER PRODUCTS
ROHM’s BM1ZxxxFJ integrated zero cross detection IC series is optimized for home appliances
such as vacuum cleaners, washing machines, and air conditioners. The device provides designers
a turn-key zero cross detector without the need for a complex design using discrete components.
Additionally, this integrated solution does not use a photo-coupler typically used in other solutions,
and therefore, it further reduces standby current consumption and increases long-term reliability.
KEY FEATURES
• Breakthrough photocoupler-less zero cross detection circuit design minimizes application
standby power consumption
• Contributes to improved reliability and efficiency in home appliances in a variety of countries
and regions
• Easily replace conventional zero cross detection circuits
• Integrated voltage clamp function protects the downstream MCU

www.rohm.com
CONSUMER

Power

The BK-6089 AA-Cell holder with cover

HARWIN CONNECTORS
NOW AVAILABLE
FROM STOCK
POWELL ELECTRONICS HAS
HARWIN PARTS IN STOCK, READY
TO SHIP IMMEDIATELY! THIS COUPLED
WITH OUR LOCAL TECHNICAL SUPPORT
MEANS THAT POWELL CAN ASSIST YOU
WITH BOTH YOUR LOGISTICAL AND
TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS.
YOU WANT RELIABLE CONNECTORS
AND ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
PRODUCTS?
Powell is franchised for the world’s
leading manufacturers including:
•
•
•
•

Positronic
Glenair
Conesys
All available from stock

DO YOU REQUIRE TECHNICAL
HELP?
Powell has experts in every field
including Cable, Connectors, Fibre
Optics, Switches and EMC

For Quotes/Enquiries – dnash@powell.com
Technical Assistance – abrayford@powell.com
www.powell.com
+353 1 553 0204

“”

Properly selected,
a battery holder
provides a
reliable, cost
effective power
management
solution
• Are superior grade materials
being utilized? Plastic,
contact, assembly materials,
plating specifications,
wire and encasement all
should be reviewed.
Even if two competing battery
holders appear the same, there
can be subtle design differences
that result in radically different
performance. Relying on outside
independent certification
standards such as UL2069 will
help ensure your selection
does not just look like it will
do the job but will actually
perform in the real world.
Similarly, carefully evaluating
the quality of raw materials and
manufacturing techniques will
help ensure that your battery
holder holds up to the rigors of
the electronic assembly process.
Multi-million-dollar product
recalls have been caused by
incorrect selection of battery
holders, so this additional
verification will pay off in the
long run. Properly selected,
a battery holder will provide
a highly reliable and costeffective long-term power
management solution.
memoryprotectiondevices.com
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Telephone

Stock Value for
Principal

Minimum Order
Value

% Lead Free for
Principal Range

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Total No. of Staff

Buffer Stock
Facility

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

97%

50

1,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,000

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

EPCOS/TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,000

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Littelfuse

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

35,000

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

Bud

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,500

N/A

0€

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Hammond

Switch Electronics

01482 862255

switchelectronics.co.uk

Y

500

N/A

£0

70%

2

6

Y

Hammond

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

12,500

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Metcase Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.metcase.co.uk

N

288

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

OKW Enclosures Ltd

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.okw.co.uk

N

1,955

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

Rolec Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.rolec-enclosures.co.uk

Y

935

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

Teko Enclosures

OKW Enclosures

01489 583858

www.teko.co.uk

Y

1,860

£40,000

£0

N/A

5

22

Y

AEL Crystals Ltd

AEL Crystals Ltd

01293 789200

www.aelcrystals.co.uk

N

N/A

£200,000

£50

100%

3

15

Y

ABRACON

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

ECS

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Epson

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Geyer Quartz Technology

Geyer Electronic UK Ltd

01794 329341

www.geyer-electronic.com

N

N/A

N/A

£0

100%

6

50+

Y

Golledge Electronics Ltd

Golledge Electronics Ltd

01460 256 100

www.golledge.com

N

N/A

£800,000

£0

100%

3

24

Y

Jauch Quartz

Digi-Key Electronics

0800 587 0991

www.digikey.co.uk

Y

500

£250,000

0

100%

15

130

Y

Aavid

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

Franchised
Distributor

Manufacturer

Website

No. of Lines for
Principal

Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

CABLE ASSEMBLY & HARNESSING

CIRCUIT PROTECTION

ENCLOSURES

FREQUENCY MANAGEMENT

HEATSINKS

Services Sourcing
CEM

DEVICE
PROGRAMMING
More than 50,000 connectors

Custom Battery Pack
Design & Assembly
3000+ Unique Designs

Contract Electronics Manufacturing
Repairs • Prototypes • Box-Build
Cable Assembly • Fast turn-rounds
Small and Large Runs • Design
Hand and Machine Soldering

Full Technical Support
Independent UK Operation
Leading Cell Manufacturers

Telephone 020 8241 6959
info@justelex.com
www.justelex.com

www.hirose.com/eu
eu.info.3d@hirose-gl.com

0191 496 9999
info@cellpacksolutions.co.uk
cellpacksolutions.co.uk

Electronic Service Sourcing 2020.indd
15/05/2020
1
13:35:09

PROCESS SYSTEMS

ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING SERVICES

In-house processes including:
Oversized PCB Capability
Automated SMT/Through-Hole Assembly
Hand Assembly/Box Build
Design For Manufacture
Environmental Testing
Wide Range of Coatings/Encapsulation
Full Test Services
IPC Certified Staff
www.wps.co.uk
01424 722222
enquire@wps.co.uk

INTERCONNECTION

TAPE REELING

Want to
Advertise
here?
Contact Emma at
emma.poole@electronics-sourcing.com
Or call us on 01892 613400

ISO 9001
FM 14458

60 x 40 ad.indd 1

25/06/2014 15:42
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Buffer Stock
Facility

Total No. of Staff

No. of Technical
Support Staff

% Lead Free for
Principal Range

Minimum Order
Value

Stock Value for
Principal

Website

No. of Lines for
Principal

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor

Buyers’ Guide
Distributor

Telephone

Altera

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,600

N/A

0€

60%

50

1,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

9,500

N/A

0€

83%

50

1,500+

Y

Atmel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,700

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Avago Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Broadcom

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Cirrus Logic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Cypress Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,400

N/A

0€

63%

50

1,500+

Y

Diodes Incorporated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,600

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Exar

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

95%

50

1,500+

Y

Fairchild Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,500

N/A

0€

90%

50

1,500+

Y

Freescale Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,500

N/A

0€

42%

50

1,500+

Y

FTDI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

97%

50

1,500+

Y

IDT (Integrated Device Technology)

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,100

N/A

0€

97%

50

1,500+

Y

Infineon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

800

N/A

0€

66%

50

1,500+

Y

Intel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

78%

50

1,500+

Y

International Rectifier

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Intersil

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

50%

50

1,500+

Y

ISSI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Lattice

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

11,200

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

12,600

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Microsemi

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

90%

50

1,500+

Y

Monolithic Power Systems (MPS)

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

40%

50

1,500+

Y

NXP

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,900

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

ON Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,100

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Power Integrations

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Qorvo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

90%

50

1,500+

Y

ROHM Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,400

N/A

0€

55%

50

1,500+

Y

Silicon Laboratories

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,500

N/A

0€

96%

50

1,500+

Y

Skyworks

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Spansion Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

600

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

STMicroelectronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,500

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

ICs & SEMICONDUCTORS

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

36,900

N/A

0€

41%

50

1,500+

Y

Toshiba

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

3M

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,100

N/A

0€

16%

50

1,500+

Y

Amphenol

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

25,600

N/A

0€

53%

50

1,500+

Y

Anderson Power Products

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

800

N/A

0€

50%

50

1,500+

Y

Cinch Connectivity Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

82%

50

1,500+

Y

Delphi Connection Systems

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,300

N/A

0€

67%

50

1,500+

Y

FCI

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,300

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Glenair

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,900

N/A

0€

76%

50

1,500+

Y

HARTING

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,700

N/A

0€

31%

50

1,500+

Y

Harwin

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

79%

50

1,500+

Y

Hellermann Tyton

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Y

Hirose Electric

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

6,100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Huber+Suhner

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

766

£116,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

ITW McMurdo

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

866

£219,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

JAE Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,200

N/A

0€

32%

50

1,500+

Y

Kycon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

LEMO

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,900

N/A

0€

65%

50

1,500+

Y

Molex

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

16,900

N/A

0€

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Neutrik

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

86%

50

1,500+

Phoenix Contact

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

12,000

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Polamco

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

218

£146,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

Positronic

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Y

Souriau

Lane Electronics

01403 790661

www.fclane.com

Y

1,929

£806,000

£0

100%

6

38

Y

Switchcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

30,900

N/A

0€

40%

50

1,500+

Y
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Cyclops Electronics

01904 415 415

www.cyclops-electronics.com

N/A

177,232

£5M

£100

75%

3

78

Y

+44.1480.408400

www.rocelec.com

Y

299

N/A

$250

N/A

10

400+

Y

01264 731009

www.sesemi.co.uk

Y

2800

N/A

£100

N/A

3

12

Y

Website

No. of Technical
Support Staff

Telephone

No. of Lines for
Principal

Manufacturer

Franchised
Distributor

Distributor

Buyers’ Guide

OBSOLESCENCE / HARD TO FIND
Rochester Electronics

Rochester Electronics
SeSemi Electronics LTD

OPTO ELECTRONICS
Avago Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

8,200

N/A

0€

89%

50

1,500+

Y

Cree, Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

22,500

N/A

0€

74%

50

1,500+

Y

Dialight

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

9,800

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Kingbright

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,100

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Lumileds

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Newhaven Display

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

65%

50

1,500+

Y

Osram Opto Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,800

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

VCC

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,000

N/A

0€

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

AVX

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

70,700

N/A

0€

58%

50

1,500+

Y

Bourns

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

49,500

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Coilcraft

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

10,400

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Cornell Dubilier

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

33,000

N/A

0€

65%

50

1,500+

Y

EPCOS / TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

31,000

N/A

0€

74%

50

1,500+

Y

Fair-Rite

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Kemet

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

135,800

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

KOA Speer

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

107,900

N/A

0€

82%

50

1,500+

Y

Laird Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,800

N/A

0€

50%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

67,300

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Nichicon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

21,600

N/A

0€

47%

50

1,500+

Y

Ohmite

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

17,300

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

67,900

N/A

0€

69%

50

1,500+

Y

Taiyo Yuden

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

6,400

N/A

0€

82%

50

1,500+

Y

TDK

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

25,300

N/A

0€

85%

50

1,500+

Y

TT Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

32,800

N/A

0€

55%

50

1,500+

Y

United Chemi-Con (UCC)

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

13,900

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Vishay

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

119,800

N/A

0€

76%

50

1,500+

Y

Wurth Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,500

N/A

0€

63%

50

1,500+

Y

Yageo

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

45,300

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

FRIWO Gerätebau GmbH

Haredata Electronics

01423 796240

www.haredata.co.uk

Y

250 - 500

01276 605900

www.jauch.com

01844 204420

www.ecopacpower.co.uk

Y

PASSIVES

POWER & BATTERIES
Jauch Quartz
Mean Well

Ecopac (UK) Power Ltd

Bel Power Solutions

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

€1M

£250

100%

7

14

Y

£500,000

0

95

15

130

Y

6,000

£2M

£0

100%

8

30

Y

1,400

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y
Y

Cincon

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,500

N/A

0€

60%

50

1,500+

Cosel

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

11,800

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

CUI Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,900

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Mean Well

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,500

N/A

0€

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,200

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

RECOM

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

23,300

N/A

0€

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Schaffner

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

900

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

SL Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,100

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

TDK-Lambda

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

4,600

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

TRACO Power

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

3,400

N/A

0€

95%

50

1,500+

Y

All Sensors

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,300

N/A

0€

70%

50

1,500+

Y

ams

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

77%

50

1,500+

Y

Analog Devices Inc.

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

78%

50

1,500+

Y

Bosch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Freescale Semiconductor

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,000

N/A

0€

66%

50

1,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

15,500

N/A

0€

80%

50

1,500+

Y

Maxim Integrated

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

900

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Melexis

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

5,700

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

Sensirion

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

N/A

50

1,500+

Y

SENSORS
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Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

70%

50

1,500+

Y

Apem

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

96%

50

1,500+

Y

C&K Components

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,500

N/A

0€

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Carling Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

300

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

CHERRY

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

200

N/A

0€

77%

50

1,500+

Y

E-Switch

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

EAO Ltd

EAO Ltd

01444 236000

www.eao.co.uk

N

5,000

£500,000

£150

100%

6

22

Y

Grayhill

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

84%

50

1,500+

Y

Honeywell

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

700

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

NKK Switches

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

1,100

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

Omron

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

900

N/A

0€

68%

50

1,500+

Y

TE Connectivity

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

400

N/A

0€

98%

50

1,500+

Y

Marathon Special Products

Global Supply Services

Y

8,000

£800,000

£100

100%

3

11

Y

ADDA

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

800

N/A

0€

59%

50

1,500+

Y

Delta Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

500

N/A

0€

28%

50

1,500+

Y

ebm-papst

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,200

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

EMI Thermal

EMI Thermal

01992 510000

www.emithermal.com

N

800

N/A

£20

100%

12

200

Y

Sanyo Denki

EAO Ltd

01444 236000

www.eao.co.uk

Y

4,300

£150,000

£150

99%

6

22

Y

Sanyo Denki

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

2,900

N/A

0€

50

1,500+

Y

Sunon

G.English Electronics Ltd

0208 855 0991

www.gelec.co.uk

Y

3,500

£1,000,000+

£0

100%

10

28

Y

Sunon

Thermaco Ltd

01684 566163

www.thermaco.co.uk

Y

3,500

£230,000

£100

100%

6

12

Y

Best Windings

Best Windings

0044 (0)1394 448424

300

N/A

£100

N/A

2

24

Y

Anaren

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

86%

50

1,500+

Y

B&B Electronics

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

87%

50

1,500+

Y

Bluegiga Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

93%

50

1,500+

Y

Digi International

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

200

N/A

0€

92%

50

1,500+

Y

Laird Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

76%

50

1,500+

Y

Linx Technologies

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

99%

50

1,500+

Y

Microchip

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

85%

50

1,500+

Y

Murata

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Panasonic

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

91%

50

1,500+

Y

Redpine Signals

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

94%

50

1,500+

Y

RF Digital

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

100%

50

1,500+

Y

Texas Instruments

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

75%

50

1,500+

Y

Wi2Wi

Mouser Electronics

0049 (0)89 520 462 110

www.mouser.com

Y

100

N/A

0€

36%

50

1,500+

Y

Manufacturer

Distributor

Telephone

Website

Franchised
Distributor

ALPS

Buyers’ Guide

SWITCHES & KEYBOARDS

TERMINAL BLOCKS
01904 436 488

www.global-supply-services.com

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

TRANSFORMERS & INDUCTORS
www.bestwindings.co.uk

N

WIRELESS SOLUTIONS
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CML Innovative Technologies (uk) Ltd 01284 714700

£12M

UK/EU/China

65

AS9100 Rev D, ISO9001:2015, ISO 140001:2015, UL , CCC, IPC-610-G Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ISO9001, TS16949, UL ISO9001 2015, IATF 16949 2016

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Cables and
Harnessing

www.cml-it.com

Approvals

7

Full Turnkey

100

01245 325252

Design Capability

Essex/SE

Challenger Solutions Ltd

Prototyping

£10m

Website

Lead Free
Manufacturer

www.challengersolutions.com

Telephone

BGA Capacity

Location

Manufacturer

Number of Surface
Mount Lines

Turnover

Employees

Contract Manufacturers Buyers’ Guide

Corintech Ltd

+44 (0)1425 655655 www.corintech.com

£12.5m

UK & Far East

72

10

AS9100, ISO9001, IPC-A-610 Class 3, J-STD-001

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Custom Interconnect Ltd

01264 321321

www.cil-uk.co.uk

£18.6m

Andover (Hampshire)

130

6

AS9100 ISO13485 ISO9001 IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Electrica Limited

0161 343 7575

www.electrica.co.uk

£2.4m

Cheshire

26

3

BSI ISO 9001:2015, IPC-A-610 to Class 3, IPC-J-STD-001, Cert IPC Trainer, UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Electronic Technicians Ltd

01202 897722

www.etluk.co.uk

£3.7m

SE

50

2

AS9100, ISO9001, ISO14001, IPC610/620 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Esprit Electronics Ltd

02380 455411

www.espritelectronics.com

£11m

Hampshire

80

4

ISO9001:2008, IPC610 to Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

FermionX Ltd

+44(0)1903 524600 www.fermionx.com

£5m

Worthing, W. Sussex

40

4

ISO9001:2015, ISO14001:2015, IPC 610 A Class 2 & 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

G&B Electronic Designs Ltd

01420 474188

www.gandbelectronics.co.uk

£4.6m

Hampshire

60

2

ISO9001, ISO13485, IPC-A-610, IPC J-STD-001, IPC 7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Hallmark Electronics Ltd

01782 562255

www.hallmarkelectronics.com

£2m

M

26

2

ISO9000/UL, IPC610/D

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Icon Electronics Limited

01423 449080

www.iconelectronics.co.uk

£6.5m

Hampshire & Yorkshire

70

5

AS9100, ISO9001, BS EN ISO/IEC 80079-34:2018 ATEX, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Incap Electronics UK Limited

01782 753200

www.incapcorp.com

20

ISO9100, ISO14001, ISO13485, AS9100D, ISO45001 & IATF16949

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

Industrial Electonic Wiring Ltd. +44(0)1793 694033

www.iew.co.uk

Jaltek

jaltek.com

01582578170

€113m+ UK, Slovakia, Estonia & India 1,300
£5.5m

Swindon, UK

60

N/A

ISO9001:2015, IPC610, IPC620

N

Y

Y

£10m

UK

90

3

AS9100, ISO9001, ISO13485, IPC-A-610 Class 3, Certified IPC Trainer (IPC-A-610, J-STD-001 & J-STD-001 Space Addendum)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

£5 Million

UK

65

2

ISO9001:2015, J-STD-001, IPC-610/620 CLASS 3, IPC-7711, BS EN ISO13485:2016

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

KEY-TECH ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 01592 597711

www.key-tech.co.uk

Nemco Limited

01438 346600

www.nemco.co.uk

£15.9m

SE

120

6

AS9100, ISO9001:2008, IPC610/620 to Class 3, ISO14001-2004, SC21

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Speedboard part of NOTE

01753 746700

www.speedboard.co.uk

£115m

UK/EU/China

1,050

18

IPC610 to Class 3, ISO9001:2015, 13485, 14001, 18001

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

M-TEK (Assembly) Ltd

01189 455377

www.mtek.co.uk

£2.4m

SE

30

4

IS9001,ISO14001, IPC-A-610 Class 3, IPC-7711/7721, WHMA-3620, Certified IPC Trainer

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Pektron

01332 832424

www.pektron.com

£50m

E-Midlands

350

8

ISO9001, ISO14001, TS16949, BEAB, VCA, TUV, UL

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Protronix EMS

01582 418490

www.protronix.co.uk

£2.5m

Luton

10

2

ISO9001:2015, IPC-A610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Simtek EMS Ltd

01843 233120

www.simtekems.co.uk

£8.2m

SE

77

3

ISO9001:2008, ISO13485, IPC-A-610 Class 3 & IPC-7711

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

TEXCEL TECHNOLOGY PLC

+44(0)1322621700

www.texceltechnology.com

£15.5m

SE

131

7

ISO9001, ISO14001, IPC610 Class 3,

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Tioga Limited

01332 360884

www.tioga.co.uk

£16m

Derby

130

6

ISO 9001, ISO 13485, ISO14001, IPC 610, 620, 7711/7721

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Wilson Process Systems

01424 722222

www.wps.co.uk

£12m

SE

100

5

ISO9001:2015, IPC-A-610 Class 3

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

UL / CE / IATF

N

Y

Y

Y

N

Y

C- CLASS COMPONENTS

Flexi / Flexi-Rigid

Obsolescence Solutions

Modifications

Prototyping

www.ablcircuits.co.uk

M

SE

ISO9000: 2015

SML

Y

4-10

Y

N/A N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y

01223 423100

www.cambridge-circuit.co.uk

M

SE

ISO9001:2015, UL, ISO 14001:2015

SML

Y

4-16

Y

N/A N/A

Y

Y

Y

Y

DK-Daleba Printed Circuit Boards

01992 510000

www.dk-daleba.co.uk

M

UK, Europe, Asia

ISO 9001:2015, UL, TS16949, JOSCAR

SML

Y

4-58

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Fineline VAR Ltd

+44 (0)1249 815 815

www.fineline-global.com

B

UK / Global

ISO9001:2015 / UL/ TS16949 / Nadcap/ AS9100/ISO14001

SML

Y

4-60

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

GSPK Circuits Ltd

+44(0)1423 321100

www.gspkcircuits.ltd.uk

M/R

UK, Europe, Asia

IS 9001:2015, IATF 16949:2016, EN (AS) 9100

SML

Y

4-34

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

LEF Circuits Ltd

0116 2891122

www.lefcircuits.co.uk

M/R

M

ISO 9001:2015, IPC-A-610

SML

Y

4-30

Y

N/A N/A

F/R

Y

Y

Y

Stevenage Circuits Ltd

01438 761811

www.stevenagecircuits.co.uk

M/B

UK/China

ISO 9001:2015, EN 9100:2018, EN 9104:2013, UL796, ISO 14001:2015

SML

Y

4-44+

Y

N/A N/A F, F/R

Y

Y

Y

Tate Circuit Industries Ltd

01543 622 435

www.tatecircuits.com

M/B

UK/China

ISO 9001:2015, UL

SML

Y

4-20

Y

N/A N/A

Y

Y

Y

Manufacturer

Telephone

ABL Circuits Ltd

Website

Approvals

Y

Heavy Copper PCBs

01462 894312

Cambridge Circuit Company Ltd

PCB Buyers’ Guide

Ceramic PCBs

Location

Metal PCBs

2500

Multi-layer
4-10/10-20-20-30

UK

Double-sided

www.essentracomponents.co.uk £283.3m

Volume Small, Medium, Large

0845 758 5070

Service Provided
(i.e Broker, Manufacture
&/or Repair)

Essentra Components

Y

N/A N/A
Y

Y

Y
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Calling...

Quality
Managers
Remote Auditing,
total transparency
from the comfort of
your computer.

Anglia Sigma. An industry first - powerful, unique and comprehensive,
FREE Online Dashboard Tool offering customers COMPLETE VISIBILITY
into our general trading performance.
UNIQUE BENEFITS
• Completely FREE to use for all Anglia-Live account holders
• Check delivery performance
• View total numbers of parts, shipped on-time and delivered
• View details on every part ever purchased
• Analysis of forward, current and historical orders and enquires
• View billings over the last 12 months and up to 5 years
• See financial stats including number of invoices, average value and billings

Try it today.
For more information visit
www.anglia-live.com/sigma

www.anglia-live.com/sigma

